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We argue that there are no charged current contributions to the parity violating NN~r coupling except for small contri- 
butions from flavour symmetry breaking effects. From the neutral current product only the left-right chiral component 
contributes which is considerably enhanced due to gluon corrections and due to the lightness of current quark masses. The 
resulting parity violating NNn coupling has a definite phase and is ~ 16 times stronger than the value used previously in 
nuclear physics calculations. 

The successes of the Weinberg-Salam (WS) model 
[1 ] in explaining recent neutral current data in the 
l ep ton- lep ton  and l ep ton-hadron  sector [2] has es- 
tablished the WS model as the prime candidate for neu- 
tral current phenomena. 

In the hadron-hadron  sector neutral currents are 
expected to substantially contribute to parity violat- 

ing (p.v.), flavour conserving hadronic couplings which 
experimentally involves the whole spectrum of p.v. 
phenomena in nuclear interactions [3]. 

In this context the p.v. pion exchange force is par- 
ticularly interesting because of its long range nature. 
Recently it has been argued that the neutral current 
contribution to the p.v. NNTr coupling ANN n probably 
dominates over the charged current contribution [ 4 - 6 ] .  
Although we disagree with some of the arguments pre- 
sented in refs. [5,6] to establish neutral current domi- 
nance we reach the same conclusion. In fact we shall 

1 Present address: DESY, Hamburg. 
2 On leave of absence from Gesamthochschule Siegen. 

argue that the charged current contribution to ANN n 
is zero in the flavour symmetry limit. 

Following ref. [8] (see also ref. [4] ) we decompose 
the charged current product H w and the neutral cur- 
rent product H Z into 3 pieces O+, O_ and O 0 trans- 
forming as 8._4, 2.0 and 1__5 representations of SU(4) 4:1. 

~W=-(G/2X/2) sin20c ~ +LWo+_, (1) 
_+ 

~Zff = (O/2x/2) [(1 2 sin20w) ~LZo+_ 
+ 

1 sin 2 LZ 0 ] + 5 Ow 0 , (2) 

4:1 At first sight it is puzzling that only the symmetric 84, 20 
and 15 s occur in the decomposition of the neutral current 
product since the neutral current product is not flavour 
symmetric at the SU (4) level. The neutral product is, how- 
ever, flavour symmetric at the SU(3) level which explains 
the decomposition (2). 
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where the relevant ,M = 1 components are given by 

1 - 0_+ = ~(uTuTsu - dTu75 d) (gTus - cTuc) 

+ ½ (fiTuu - dTud) (g7.3,5 s - c7 .75  c) 

+ Fierz transf. , (3) 

O0 = (uT~75u - d7~75 d) 

X (~7~u + dT~d + cTuc + sT~s) 

+ (fiTzu + dT .d  + c7~c + sTzs) 

X (~7.  3'5 u - dv .3 '5d)  • (4) 

In the language of operator product expansions the 
operators O_+ in (1) and (2) are multiplicatively renor- 
realizable four-quark operators of  the lowest dimen- 
sion that appear in the operator product expansion at 
short distances. The coefficients L_+ (we take L Z = L w) 
can be calculated in QCD to leading order [7]. In the 
free field limit L_+ and L Z are equal to 1. 

As will be discussed later on, there is in general a 
whole set of 15 operators of  lowest dimension for 
which one has to find the appropriate linear combina- 
tions that are multiplicatively renormalized [8]. These 
operators can, however, always be rewritten in the ef- 
fective form (2) for specific matrix elements. Note 
that the operators (3) and (4) are normally ordered and 
are therefore true four-quark operators which contri- 
bute only to connected quark diagrams. 

From the last remark it is quite clear that there are 
no contributions from O+ to the p.v. NN~r coupling in 
the valence quark approximation. The only contribu- 
tion to  A N N  n comes from the operator O 0 which is 
entirely made from the product of  neutral  currents.  

Since the charged current contribution is zero in this 

approximation it also makes no sense to naively 
normalize the neutral current contribution to the 
charged current contribution as done in refs. [ 4 - 6 ] .  

Nonzero contributions to ANN~r arise from the 
charged current product only when flavour symmetry 
breaking effects are included. First there is the factor- 
izing contribution from the zX/4:1 piece ~ cos20c 
(fiddu) in the charged current product which gives a 
&/=  1 contribution proportional to (Mp - Mn) ac- 
cording to diagram Ia in fig. 1 [9,10]. One obtains 
Apmr+ ~ -0 .1  X 10 -8 .  This contribution is so small 
that it will not be considered any further. Second 
there are the penguin type contributions from diagrams 
2a and 2b in fig. 2 which do not cancel for m s ~ m c. 
Consideration of such mass breaking terms gives rise 
to additional contributions in the operator product ex- 
pansion not included in (1) and (2) [11]. These new 
terms transform as 15 and have a lef t - r ight  (LR) 
chiral structur~e. According to current lore these con- 
tributions are enhanced in fig. 2 since there is no helic- 
ity suppression in 7r ~ qLqR- Using estimates of  refs. 
[11,12] one obtains 

APenguin ~ - (2 - -3 )  X 10 -8 (5) 
pnrr + 

Previously the charged current contribution to A NNzr 
was obtained from the SU(3) sum rule [13] 

Apn~r+ = - (2 /3)1 /2 tg  0 C (2AAw r- +A__- -A~r-)" (6) 

There are three types of  contributions to the non-lep- 
tonic hyperon decay amplitudes appearing on the 
r.h.s, of  eq. (6): 

(i) contributions from connected quark diagrams 
or, equivalently, from the current algebra equal time 
commutator  (ETC) term, 

(ii) contributions from penguin type diagrams, 
(iii) contributions from the factorizing diagrams I 

in fig. 1 which are proportional to (MB1 -MB2). 

T.a Ib ~a fib T~ 

Fig. 1. Valence quark diagrams for current  X current  contr ibut ions to Apnn+. Diagrams Ia and Ib are related by Fierz crossing and 

diagrams lla and lib by C-conjugation and crossing. 
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Fig. 2. Penguin type W e cpntribution to Apna +. 

Type (i) and (ii) [14] contributions satisfy sum 
rule (6), whereas type (iii) contributions do not since 
they are explicit ly symme.try breaking. Type (i)contri-  
butions can be shown to give a zero r.h.s, in eq. (6) 
[ 15 -17]  leading to A pn a + = 0 in agreement with what 
was said before. This can also be phrased in the current 
algebra language where one finds Apna+ cc (n [Hpc In) 
= ( F  + D). Since F/D = - 1  for connected quark dia- 
grams [18,19] one finds again Apna+ = 0. The penguin 
type contributions (ii) do give a nonzero contr ibution 
to the r.h.s, of  eq. (6). In fact, removing the factoriz- 
ing type (iii) contributions from the experimental  de- 
cay amplitudes (they destruct with the penguin con- 
tributions!) one calculates from the sum rule (6) 
Apnrr+= - 6 . 2  × 10 - 8  which is close to the estimate 
(5), and, quite naturally, close to the value Apmr+ 
- 5  X 10 -8  derived previously from eq. (6) [13]. The 
advantage of  using the sum rule (6) instead of  the di- 
rect estimate (5) is that the former evaluation is inde- 
pendent  of  the theoretical uncertainties inherent in es- 
timating (5) [14].  Note that the phase of  the penguin 
contr ibut ion to Apnn+ is definite. 
O 0 to ANN a by considering the quark model diagrams 
in fig. 1. It turns out to be convenient to split O 0 into 
two pieces corresponding to the l e f t - l e f t  (LL) and 
le f t - r igh t  (LR) chiral components  of  O 0 . One has 

O0 = -- [(')'~) (--')'/a')'5) + (--T~uT5) ( '7,)1LL 

X (fiufiu - dddd) + [(Tu)(-Tu75 ) + (7,/),5)(7u) ] LR 

X (gudd - ddfiu). (7) 

The LL term in eq. (7) cannot contribute to ANNoy. 
This is clear for the factorizing diagram I just from its 
flavour content.  The contributions to diagrams II and 

III vanish since the LL term in eq. (7) is flavour symmet- 

ric and therefore does not couple to the ground 
state baryons ( M i u r a - M i n a k a w a - K 6 r n e r - P a t i - W o o  
argument) [ 18,20]. 

Concerning the LR piece in eq. (7) we first discuss 
its contribution to the factorizing diagram I. Heuristical- 
ly one expects this contribution to be enhanced since 
there is no helicity suppression in a ~ qLqR" The ma- 
trix element (ng+ IOoL RIP) is evaluated as in ref. [11].  
The LR current product  is Fierz transformed to a SP 
product which is rewritten into a VA current product 
using the equation of  motion for the current quarks. 
One obtains 

(mr+ [OOLR [p)l (8) 

- 2  M p - M  n 2m 2 fa_Fl(q2 = m 2 )  u -  
= --U 3 

m u --/rl  d m u + m d 

The exact numerical value of (8) depends on the choice 
of current quark masses for which there exist a number 
of  estimates [21]. For definiteness we take Mp - M n 

= m  u - m d a n d m  u~rn  d=5MeVasinref .  [11],  
also we set F(q 2 = m 2 ) = F ( 0 )  = 1 which gives ~ - 0 . 3 3  
GeV 2 for (8). In the free quark limit L z = 1 this cor- 
responds to (using sin20w = ¼) 

I Apna+ (L 0 = 1)= -11 .5  X 10 -8 ,  (9) 

which is already larger than the value Apna+ ~ - 5  X 
10 - 8  used in the preneutral  current era [13].  

The evaluation of  the O0L R contributions to dia- 
grams II and III is more involved but may be clone as 
described in detail for the LL charged current case in 
refs. [15,17].  One has 

(nrr+ IO0 [P)II = ~ (64Ma (1 

+ O(MffMp))H21L }u,  

(n~+ [O0 [P)III = fi { 64M~(1 

+ O(M¢r/Mp))(Ma/Mp)H3/L_}u, (10) 

where H 2 and H 3 are wavefunction overlap determined 
in ref. [15] from a fit to non-leptonic hyperon 
decays .2 . Using H 2 = 24 X 10 -3  GeV and H 3 = 

:1-2 A direct estimate ofH 2 can be obtained from the decay 
~ -  ---, A•- which has contributions from diagram II only. 
The above value ofH 2 gives a partial rate I'gz- --+An- which 
is in good agreement with the recently measured partial 
rate ~0.8 × 101° s -1 [17,22]. 
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- 1 9  × 10 .3  GeV a n d L _  = 3 one has in the free field 

case (L~) = 1) 

AII l rZ  1) = 2 . 5 × 1 0  . 8  (11) pnn+~ 0 = 

AIII  (1Z 1) = - 0 . 3  X 10 . 8  ( 1 2 )  pnn+t~ 0 = 

The contribution from diagram III is quite small and 
will not be considered any further. 

The matrix element (mr+ IO0 Ip) can also be cal- 
culated using current algebra methods [23].  One ob- 
tains , 3  

(nn+ IO0 IP)ETC = f ~ l  2 (n iobe  In) ,  (13) 

where 

O~ c = 2 (g3,uuuTuu - dTuddTud). (14) 

It should be noted that one cannot relate (nlO pc In) 
by a SU(3) rotation to the corresponding one-particle 
matrix elements appearing in the same analysis of  
AS = 1 nonleptonic hyperon decays, since the latter 
have a spatial (VV + AA) structure, whereas the for- 
mer are pure VV. This fact has been overlooked in ref. 
[5]. In ref. [6] the ad hoc assumption (B'IVV[ B) = 
(B'[ AAIB)was  used for the relevant one particle ma- 
trix elements which is wrong at least in the quark mod- 
el, where one finds (B'I (VV)_ I B) = -~ (B'[ (AA)_ I B) 
and (B'I(VV)+ t B) = - ( B '  I(AA)+ [B) for the anti-sym- 
metric and symmetric quark (or antiquark) flavour com- 
binations. The latter relation is of  course just the 
KKKPW argument [ 18,20] in disguise. 

We shall in fact use the quark model to relate the 
unknown one-particle matrix element in (13) to the 
corresponding one appearing in the current algebra anal- 
ysis of, e.g., A ~ plr- : 

(n12(-fiTuu57uu - dTudd3'ud)ln) = ~V'6 .  (15) 

(nl[~Tu(1 - 75)sd7~,( '1 - 75) u] pc IA) 

This then gives us 

(mr+ iO0 iP)EWC = ~ f-_l } x / 6 ( F / Z _ ) u .  (16) 

From the fit of  Gronau +4 [19] one finds for the re- 
duced one-particle matrix element F ~ 30 X 10 -3  GeV. 

Using L_  = 3 one has in the free field case (L~ = t)  

AETC+ (L Z = 1) = 8.6 X 10 -8  . (17) 
pn~r 

The fact that the two values (11) and (17) have the 
same order of  magnitude is not so surprising since there 
are good reasonstobelieve that the contributions of  dia- 
grams II are equivalent to the current algebra ETC term 

[15,17] in the symmetry limit. In fact one finds by ex- 
plicit calculation 

(nTr+lO0lP)ETC ( p n - 1 0 _  ~s=l [A)ET C 
- ( 1 8 )  

(nTr+ IO0 IP)II ( p n - 1 0 _  ~s=l IA)II 

The reason that the two estimates (11) and (17) do in 
fact differ by a factor ~3 comes from symmetry break- 
ing effects and from differences in the details of  the 
fits ofrefs. [15] and [19].  

We shall now turn to the discussion of  the renor- 
malization constant L z in HZff. In ref. [8] the number 
of  additional operators that mix with O 0 in the tenor- 
realization procedure was determined to be 4. The 
5 X 5 renormalization mixing matrix has to be diag- 
onalized to find the appropriate linear combinations 
that are multiplicatively renormalized. In ref. [25] 
this program was carried out numerically with the re- 
sult 

~Zff(15) = (G/x/2)½sin2Ow(1.5O R] 5 + 0.11R215 

- 0.02R~ 5 - 0 .9tR 15 - 0.24R515), (19) 

where 

RlS = (0 3 ~b/;~at • o~at;,rck : ~aait~3b]~'yck ~6d l : ,  (20) 

O 1 = {7u75, C3, 1;Tu, 1, 1 )+ ,  

02 = {3~tT5 ' C3' ~km ; ")'u' 1, )k m }+ , 

0 3 = (7u7 5, 1, 1 ; 7 . , C 3 ,  1}+ , 

04 = {"/g')'5 ' 1, ~.m ; 7 , ,  C3, )kin }+, 

05 = - -0  2 + O(C3) .  (21) 

4:3 To be exact the current algebra commutation relation en- 
tering in the result (13) have to be evaluated separately for 
O_+ and the various pieces contributing to O0 (see eq. (19)). 
The result is, however, the same as given by (13) and (14). 

4-4 The one-particle matrix element has recently been calcula- 
ted using baryon wavefunctions derived from a harmonic 
oscillator potential [24]. The agreement with Gronau's fit 
value is satisfactory. 
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In (21) we have suppressed the Dirac indices a, fl, 7 
and 6, the flavour indices a, b, c and d, and the colour 
indices i, j, k and l. The colour matrices X m are the 
usual SU(3) matrices where a summation over m is 
implied. C 3 is a flavour space matrix with only diag- 
onal elements 1 /2 (uu- - ) ; -1 /2 (dd) ; -1 /2 (~ ) ;  1/2(c~). 
The contribution of  the operator O 5 = - 0  2 + O(C3) 
(O(C3) is defined in ref. [8] ) vanishes on the mass 
shell [8] and will be dropped henceforth. 

Because diagrams I and II (or the ETC term) have 
different colour configurations the effective L z re- 
sulting from (21) has to be separately evaluated for the 
two cases. Using (ks)/(xm)/.k = 16/3 6~ one obtains 

z Z = 
(L0 eff)l = 7 .0 ,  (L0eff)II;ETC --1.2 • (22) 

Our final results for the neutral current contribu- 
tions are then (for the charged current penguin type 
contribution see (5) and discussion thereafter) * s 

I , II , Apmr÷ = - 8 0  X 10 -8  Apn~r÷ = - 3 . 0  × 10 -8  

A ETC pmr+ = --10.6 × 10 -8  . (23a,b,c) 

Note that the phase of  (23a) is fixed relative to strong 
interactions via the Goldberger-Treiman relation. 

Whereas we are confident about the estimates 
(23b, c) concerning magnitudes we are not so sure 
about the phases relative to contribution (23a). The 
relative phases can in principle be calculated theoretical- 
ly within a given model although in practise one deter- 
mines the relative signs from fits to e.g. non-leptonic 
hyperon decays. The relative signs in (23b, c) have 
been determined by naively using the fits [15] and [19] 
which are, however, somewhat outdated since they do 
not take into account QCD corrections which have 
sizeable effects [11,12]. Using e.g. the results of  the 
analysis of ref. [11] would change the sign of (23c) 
and reduce its magnitude considerably. Since, however, 
the factorizing part (23a) clearly dominates the contri- 
bution of  diagram II (or the ETC term), the question of  
whether the contributions add or subtract is of  no big 
practical importance at present given the uncertainties 
inherent in the estimate of  the factorizing part. The 
question can, however, be settled with a new fit to the 
hyperon decays. 

,s  Neutral current penguins will not be considered here since 
their contributions are one order higher in the strong cou- 
pling constant c~ s. See, however, ref. [26]. 

In conclusion we find that the dominant contribu- 
tion to the du r = 1 p.v. NNrr coupling comes from the 
LR piece in the neutral current product of  the 
Weinberg-Salam model. The matrix element of  the 
LR operator is enhanced in a factorizing contribution 
due to the lightness of the u(d) current quark masses 
and due to the enhancement of  the relevant operator 
O 0 from gluon corrections. 

The exact strength of  this contribution depends on 
the choice of  current quark masses and on the details 
of calculating gluon corrections to the bare neutral 
current product. There are, however, no uncertainties 
in this number from unknown quark model matrix 
elements. Also the phase is calculable via the Goldberg-  
Treiman relation. The calculated p.v. NNn coupling is 
~16 times stronger than the value used previously [13] 
in nuclear physics calculations [3]. Let us close by 
remarking that such a large p.v. long range force may 
be quite welcome for explaining some of the observed 
parity violations in nuclei (see e.g. ref. [4] ). 

J.G.K. would like to thank P. Langacker for an ex- 
pert discussion on quark masses. We owe thanks to 
G. Parisi for informing us that similar work was being 
done at the University of Rome. Discussions with L. 
Maiani and F. Buccella at Rome and with B. Guberina, 
D. Tadid and J. Trampetid at Zagreb were very helpful 
and led to improvements in the final version of this 
paper. 
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